Saturday Morning

Please sit in random groups
of 3-4

Try to sit with at least one

person you do not know in
your group (if possible)

Meeting Communicating
Practices
Agreements

Assumptions (what works?)
 Responding rather






than reacting
Listening & speaking
(do more of the
opposite of what you
normally do)
Listening = learning
Speaking = sharing
your ideas
We all know what it’s
like to be new to a
group, therefore, shall
we endeavor towards
welcoming newcomers
in our thoughts &
actions?

 Listening with





respect
No zaps or
put-downs
Sharing for
yourself; not
for others
Maintaining
confidentiality
Enjoy yourself!

Recap: Where are we going this
weekend?
 Core Values
 Guiding Principles
 Input on Organizational Structure
“When your organization has first formed, when members are
lined up, when things are beginning to move, when you start to
smell success, then (and no later) it’s time to think seriously
about organizational structure.”
Retrieved August 4, 2013 from Jenette Nagy, “Organizational Structure: An Overview,” Community Tool Box:
Part D Chapter 9 Section 1, Bill Berkowitz and Jerry Schultz, eds (University of Kansas, 2003), http://
ctb.ku.edu/en/tablecontents/sub_section_main_1092.aspx

Core Org. Values vs.
Principles
Core Values
Guiding concepts & beliefs with
inherent underlying
assumptions

Principles
Articulate ‘mental models’ of
HOW values are implemented
into ACTION

Both can help you decide how to fulfill the mission
of the organization, and also how NOT to do this.

Tend to focus on
service, quality, people
& work norms

Tend to focus on
desired behaviors in
staff & members on
behalf of the
organization

How do clearly defined Core Values help
organizations remember why they exist?
Without Core Values
 Spend more time making

decisions (lack of clarity on
value or worth)

 Confusion/frustration (What

are we doing and how should
we be doing it?)

 May not be able to succinctly

express what your org is about
to key parties (= < $)

 Higher turnover in members,
staff & leadership

With Core Values
 Saves time (focus)
 Easier decision-making
 Explicitly expresses what you
are about to donors/
funders/members (= > $)

 Increases commitment &
alignment

 Enhances meaningful

involvement for members,
staff & leadership

How do Guiding Principles support
the implementation of Core Values?
Without Guiding
Principles

With Guiding Principles

 No examples-how values

 Examples-How do we want

 Guesswork-hit & miss

 Mental Models-HOW do we

could ‘show-up’ in day-today or long-range actions
because of unspoken
assumptions

 Newcomers in the dark-

How to go about their work
for the org?

to operate in support of
our Core Values?
enliven org values

 Guidance for new staff &
leadership = better
alignment of people/
organization

Support for Families of
Children with Disabilities
Collaboration: Whenever possible we will work with other individuals,
agencies, and systems in order to broaden and enhance our ability to
serve families.
 Practical Impact—What we Commit to Doing in Everyday Practice:
 Take time to think about involving others when developing new
projects and actively seek their involvement
 Provide information, education, and parent-to-parent services
with an attitude that diverging perspectives can work together
 Include the materials and activities of others in our newsletter,
at our drop-in center, etc.
 Keep our partners informed of our activities, and make an
effort to seek their input

Allison & Kaye (2005) Strategic Planning for Nonprofit Organizations (2nd Ed.) Support for families of
Children with Disabilities ‘values into action’ statements, p. 113.

Cardstorming Activity
Clarifying Core Values
 Based on the survey results and our

World Café conversations, which core
organizational values would best serve
what the Taiko Community Alliance
stands for and how it will operate?

 Which 4 to 6 are the most important core
values for the coming period of time?
(stated as single words or short phrases)

Why do you play Taiko?

